Systematic eye movements do not account for the perception of motion during attentive tracking.
It has been suggested that attention can disambiguate stimuli that have equal motion energy in opposite directions (e.g. a counterphasing grating), such that a clear motion direction is perceived. The direction of this movement is determined by the observer and can be changed at will. Assuming that the responses of front-end motion detectors are equal for the two opponent directions, it has been proposed that the unambiguous motion perceived with attentive tracking arises from an independent mechanism that monitors the shifts of attention directed to the moving feature of interest. However, while perceiving motion under attentive tracking conditions, observers often report a strong impression that they are making eye movements. In this study, we investigated whether systematic eye movements are present during attentive tracking and, as a result, could be responsible for the subjective experience of movement. We had observers track an object in smooth motion, apparent motion and ambiguous motion, either with eye movements or with attention. The results show that there are negligible eye movements during attentive tracking, which are neither systematic nor correlated with the stimulus. Given that neither eye movements nor retinal image motion can account for subjectively perceived motion, as well as the absence of any other plausible explanation, we find it tempting evidence for an earlier suggestion that the percept of movement must arise from a specialized mechanism.